
Stepping towards Walk Guide #4
action

A Walk that Reconnects
~ exercising our Active Hope in uncertain times ~

Time Elements of the walk

7mins Welcome to this walk As you set out put your headphones on and press play on the audio.

6mins Walking in spirals - Audio 1
When you are ready, having ‘done nothing’ for a while, press play now.

20mins Celebrating The Great Turning
As you continue walking, this activity offers a chance to express appreciation for the positive actions
that you are aware of, at any scale (self/other/collectives etc), that are already getting behind the
adventure story that is The Great Turning. Bringing attention to the three mutually dependent strands
of this story where people have caught an inspiring vision and dared to believe it’s possible.

If in a pair, take it in turns to respond to each sentence starter, offering each other 1-3 minutes of
open listening for each. If solo, respond internally, aloud or by journaling.

Stopping the harm (eg protests, food banks, petitions, litter picks etc):
● I’m grateful to……. for their actions in slowing down harm to nature and people by………

Rethinking systems (eg food, transport, housing, decision making etc):
● Something/someone I’m inspired by that reshapes how we do things as a society is………

.. I appreciate this because……

A shift in perception, thinking and values (eg unlearning racism, interdependence with the global
ecosystem, rights of nature and of future generations of humans etc):

● A practice / something / someone that helps me see myself as part of a global community of
life is………. I appreciate this because…….

And finally…
● I’m grateful to myself for…..

Breathing in your appreciation for the many facets of The Great Turning already underway, continue
walking noticing where you feel this settling in your body.

8mins Breathing through - Audio 2
This activity can be done walking, standing, sitting or lying - somewhere quiet.
‘When we accept our world’s pain as the price of our caring, it naturally flows into action’
- Joanna Macy & Molly Brown Find your spot and press play now.

30mins Imagineering - Audio 3 (3.5mins)

Press play on the audio to listen to the introduction to this part then return to the prompts below.

1. Starting with an invitation to look at your hoped-for future, standing still for a moment, finish this
sentence: ‘‘Looking from here, of all the possible futures I might imagine, the future I most
deeply hope for is....’ (3 mins)



2. Physically walk a few steps toward that future, and as you move imagine you are time-travelling,
stepping into a time where all that you hope for has come about. Looking about you, briefly describe
what you see before continuing the sentences ‘To look from here it feels...’ and ‘Some of
the things I like about what I see/experience include....’ (4 mins)

3. Turn around and look back from this future place to the present moment, use your
‘imaginary hindsight’ to explore the journey it took to get here. What had to happen for this future to
manifest? Continue ‘Some of the things they did back then that helped get here include...’ (2
mins)

4. Time travel once more, physically taking some steps back to where you began, the present,
carrying your insights with you to help you navigate with Active Hope in this time. Keep that hoped-for
future in your mind's eye as you try this sentence ‘Something I could see myself doing now to
help bring about that future is...’ and ‘I could help this happen by...’ (2 mins)

5. You may wish to finish with ‘A specific achievable step I could take to move this forward
is......’ (1 min)

Stride out for a while, letting conversation or reflection flow.

15mins Creating space for change - we are made for these times - Audio 4
When you feel ready to pause again, take some time to find somewhere on your path, or just off your
path, that offers a welcoming space for you to take part in this guided wellbeing audio.
Press play now.

5mins Stepping into action
Active Hope will take different forms for each of us. For some this may be starting new initiatives,
others might join existing groups or projects. From the local to global, and everything in between.

Let’s close this walk by symbolising our intention to ‘step into action’:
1) Remind yourself of your answer to Step 5 of Imagineering.
2) Find something you can step over or through (a gate, log, line of leaves)
3) As you step over or through, make a commitment (out loud, internally, to others, or written

down) of your intention for the Great Turning in this critical moment in history.
My offering of Active Hope is…….

As part of this, you may feel inspired to look for local opportunities to play your part in the Great
Turning, through stopping the harm https://xrmidlands.uk/, rethinking systems together helping
grow the National Forest https://www.nationalforest.org/get-involved/volunteering-opportunities, or
shifting perceptions by reading ‘Active Hope: How to Face The Mess We’re in With Unexpected
Resilience and Creative Power’ https://www.activehope.info/the-book

Life-
time

Active Hope is contagious; is there anyone you can call now to share something from your
experience on today’s walk?
- This Callings & Resources practice, done with a partner, can help hone intention.
- Explore further resources and offerings through the global Work that Reconnects network
or the UK Work that Reconnects facebook group.

Continue with the audio to close this walk, press play now.

Thank you for choosing to gift yourself time to walk, discover and connect with these
guided Walks that Reconnect here in the National Forest. We hope you enjoyed the
experience. We’d love to hear how it was for you, this would help us to continue
developing walks like these. We’d welcome your feedback here.

Please share your photos and musings on social media too!
#theNationalForest #NFwalksthatreconnect    #walkthatreconnects

https://xrmidlands.uk/
https://www.nationalforest.org/get-involved/volunteering-opportunities
https://www.activehope.info/the-book
https://workthatreconnects.org/resource/callings-and-resources/
https://workthatreconnects.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/111468605594102
https://forms.gle/U3ryBFdWa2dxUSXo7
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/thenationalforest/

